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BY: KGOSI MOREMONG
Olebogeng Kobe
Gone too soon. May your soul
rest in peace Mr Mavetha.

FRECKY TSHOTLEGO
1st Year Accommodation
and Operation Services

MURANGI MARION

Talent Chingwe
A loss to the college, a life to
celebrate!

1st Year Accommodation
and Operation Services

I developed my passion for accommodation and operation services
from my mother who once studied it but unfortunately due to some
personal reasons did not complete it and instead followed a career
in accounts. In some way it feel as though she started this journey
and I am going to finish it.

This attachment time with Big Valley lodge has taught me many things
that I needed to know to survive in this industry that I would have
never found out from the theoretical work we do in the classrooms.
I have learned things like having the confidence to be able to
communicate with customers clearly, how to be patient and courteous
with customers and how to interact with colleagues in a professional
setting are concepts I only fully came to understand through
first-hand experience.

My first moments at Big Valley lodge were really a challenge, so
much that I even wanted to leave this isolated place and go back
to my comfortable life with my own space. It was only after about a
week when the staff really took their time to make me feel welcome
and adapt to life in these conditions. This showed me another side
to work life that I came to learn which is how to relate with your
fellow co-workers, a skill that is not really taught in class but only
experienced in the industry.

It was tough at first to adapt to life as a worker in such a remote lodge
where there can sometimes be no cell network or shops to buy
daily treats like we are used to during our tertiary life. I embraced
the challenge though as it would prepare me to survive eventually in
those big name lodges up north where I eventually aim to work. The
isolation can become a challenge as you interact with fewer people
which can get lonely at times but for me who has a love for animals
I enjoyed my time out there with them.

This experience has definitely had a great impact on the
development of my for passion the hospitality industry and has even
inspired me to think about opening my own little resort back home
in Maun if all goes well. It has also taught me how to stay motivated
through the toughest times. I ever thought that I would be able to
survive in such an environment but now I know that with a little bit
of perseverance I can make it.

I would encourage my younger brothers and sisters out there who
are still considering what to study to consider a career in tourism as
it is a big industry in Botswana both in terms of revenue and numbers
employed. The current Covid 19 pandemic has really damaged the
industry but nothing lasts forever and this too shall pass. When we
come out on the other side and borders are open again we aim to
be at the forefront of the hospitality industry.
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Mericah Kambazembi
Mr Mavetha was a good man.
I enjoyed any tasks I was given
to work on with him - he was
professional and warm in his
approach. I shared moments
with him that I cherish. May
His soul rest in peace and may
his family be comforted.

My passion for hospitality and tourism came from the fact that I grew
up in a tourism town called Maun and had many family members
who were involved in this industry. My Uncles would always come
back with tales of their encounters with different tourists from all over
the world which made me also want to meet all these interesting
people he was always talking about. My love for wildlife came from
living amongst wild animals in my home town and also at my family
ploughing field where we spend our holidays as young children there
are plenty of animals roaming freely such as elephants and lions so I
have always felt a strong connection to nature.

I am thankful for the opportunity to enroll as an Accomodation and
Operation Services student at New Era College as it has fulfilled a
lifelong passion for me of having a career in the hospitality industry.
I am especially thankful to the Ghodrati Foundation who without
their support all this would not have been possible. I am currently
on a Ghodrati Foundation sports scholarship in recognition of my
achievements as athlete in the 400m hurdles.

Tumisang Nguvauva
We always shared a laugh
by the parking lot. He never
treated himself like a boss,it
just felt like he was just one
of us,oh how he will be
dearly missed.May his soul
rest in peace.

As an athlete I had the privilege of travelling a little bit and staying in
various hotels. I totally had a misconception of what it took to work
in the industry and coming here has opened my eyes to exactly how
much work goes into handling guests guests.

One thing that will stick with me from this experience is learning all
about customer service. To be successful in this industry you have
to learn that the customer is always right and even faced with the
most difficult of customers, we still have to learn how to make them
feel welcome and leave here with happy memories.

Glory Ifiegbu
I have known Mr Mavetha for
more than a year when he was
appointed as the Dean of the
Faculty of Engineering. Mr
Mavetha was a humble and an
unbiased Dean who was very
approachable, understanding,
and maintained peace and
harmony among the academic
departments. He was dedicated
and committed to his duties, a
result-oriented individual, a
team player, patient, supportive
and a truly wonderful Dean
who never shy away from any
responsibility but embraces
it with a positive mindset. His
absence will leave a bad bruise
on us, but his legacy will remain.
Rest in Peace, Mr Mavetha!.

Martin Chinheya
My deepest condolences to
the Mavhetha family. May his
soul rest in eternal peace.
Elvies Mugadza
I am greatly touched by the
loss of a great friend brother. I
could not hold my tears when
I saw my seven year old son
cry when he learnt about the
passing on of his uncle he was
so fond of. MHSRIP
Hillary Bgwanya
Rest in peace Sir, we have lost
a humble leader, a mentor and
dear brother who was selfless
and sought the success of the
college as a whole.
Omphile Sarah Visagie
Mr Mavetha was a good man.
I enjoyed any tasks I was given
to work on with him - he was
professional and warm in his
approach. I shared moments
with him that I cherish. May
His soul rest in peace and may
his family be comforted.

Covid 19 really impacted this industry and the results are evident to
see through the low occupany rates and the stopping of conferences
which are a main income generator for lodges and hotels. My hope
is that the travel restrictions will be lifted soon so that more tourists
could come and patronize our venues again.

Phenyo Semumu
May your soul Rest in peace,
such a paragon and a luminary
of leadership, we have lost a
good good good Man, till we
meet again in GLORY.

Lavanya Balasubramanian
May your soul rest in peace
my dear brother. we used
have chat in car parking
always brother.

Thuso Motswana
May your soul rest in peace Mr
Mavetha. You were an
example of what it means to
be humble.

Sravani Parvathareddy
Mr. Mavetha was a good
leader ,Rest in peace sir.

Phillip Tsumake
My brother and I argued
professionally over issues
aimed at improving our
operations. But all our
discussions were always
cordial and rewarding
MYSRIP.

As a Ghodrati Foundation sports scholarship recipient this
opportunity has been special to me as it gave me a chance to
pursue my passion for hospitality while at the same time maintaining
a career as an athlete.
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EXPERIENCE IS THE BEST TEACHERINDUSTRIAL ATTACHMENT AT NEC
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BY: ONE CHABAESELE

TUMEDISO PRETTY RAMPIPING
4th Year Bachelor of Engineering
in Telecommunications
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BY: ONE CHABAESELE

New Era College’s academic curriculum
includes a compulsory industrial attachment
module that every student is supposed to
undertake. Industrial attachment is the
opportunity for a student to have hands
on experience to apply knowledge learnt
in class. In class, the knowledge shared
to students is mostly theoretical and we
all know theory can sometimes be hard to
grasp. Looking at books all the time can
be tedious to your average student. Some
people just want to get their hands dirty and
go out into the field. Industrial attachment
is a taste of the real working world. You
get to acquire practical skills, strengthen
work values and gain interpersonal skills.
Experience is the best teacher and the key
source of all knowledge.

Below is a conversation we had with
one Industrial attachement student:

When one is on attachment he/she is
expected to hold themselves at the highest
professional standard, because you not just
represent yourself but you are representing
the college too. With the privilege of
working on the field with professionals
you are expected to conduct yourself in a
respectable manner compatible with both
the college and the company.

3. What main skill/lesson did you acquire from your place of attachment?

It is a very exciting and fun experience
that takes up to six months. With these
six months make sure you learn, learn and
learn. The main objective is to gain as much
knowledge as you can and relate it with
the theory you already know. You will be
exposed to a real life working environment
with professionals of that field. So be
curious and ask questions. Be eager to
know more about the company and the
work done there.

“ Yes, looking at how I conducted myself,
the hard work I put in and the behavior I
displayed”

Life goals are basically everything you want to accomplish
before passing on. These are the big things you want to
do in your life such as starting a family or owning your own
business. Life goals are the things others will remember you
by when you are no longer around. Death is an inevitable
part of life. It’s best we live our lives to the fullest without
anything holding us back and achieve our highest potential.

TUMEDISO PRETTY RAMPIPING
4TH YEAR BACHELOR
OF ENGINEERING IN
TELECOMMUNICATIONS
1. Where were you attached?

According to Tom Casano, a life coach, your goals become
a lot less daunting when you focus on the smaller, more
accessible steps you need to take to achieve them. The
thought of not having reached a goal is very
disappointing and overwhelming. It’s important to remind
yourself to take things just one step at a time. It makes
everything much more manageable. Most of us have an
idea of what we truly want in life but have no clue about
how to go about it or where to start. Our goals change like
the seasons as we grow. Most times we don’t get what we
want in life not because we didn’t work hard enough but
just because it wasn’t meant for us. Or maybe it wasn’t the
right time. Nature has its own plan for you.

“I was attached at BTCL Kanye
Technical.”
2. In overall how was your industrial
attachment experience?
“It was very interesting, I had a lot of
exposure to the real world of work.”

“I learnt about networking, teamwork and
customer service.”

What do you consider important to you? Is it aligned with
your being? Are your goals motivated by outside influence
or are they from within? These are very crucial questions
we have to ask ourselves when picking our life goals. We
humans are part of nature. If we study nature we come to
realize that everything happens according to its time. The
principle of nature is patience. We must practice to be patient with ourselves and the situations we are in. Trees don’t
bloom leaves all year round. There come seasons where
the leaves must fall off. After that season new leaves grow.
It’s a cycle of life that we experience as human experience.
You can’t stay broke forever, the season to reap the fruits of
your labor shall come sooner or later. Goals help guide your
focus and trigger new behaviors to sustain the momentum
in life. They promote self-mastery and self-actualization so
choose wisely.

4. Do you think the company you were
attached to would hire you if given the
chance?

5. What advice would you give to
someone going for industrial
attachment?
“Learn! Don’t be lazy, the workplace is
where you market yourself and also do
what you are told. Follow orders”

To all those who are still to go for this
attachment, make sure you work hard to
make a good impression. If you make a
good impression, you might just get hired
where you were attached after completing
your studies. Not saying it is guaranteed but
if you were to apply there you will have
surely increased your chances of being
hired.

www.neweracollege.ac.bw
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WELLNESS CORNER A FEW TIPS TO KEEPING FIT
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BEST ACHIEVERS TELECOMS YEAR 1

BEST ACHIEVERS TELECOMS YEAR 3

SURNAME
NAME			GPA
				
VINGA		RACHEL			3.14
MOATSWI		TSAONE 			3.16
KGOSI		GORATA			3.21
REDICHABA
PAKO			3.29
MOGOGI		HETANAG			2.9
				
BEST ACHIEVERS TELECOMS YEAR 2

SURNAME
NAME			GPA
				
FANI		KAMOGELO		3.9
TSHOTLEGO
KELETSO			3.9
MODISE		TSHEPHO			3.8
KOOBONE
OBUSITSWE		 3.73
KEATSHABE
MOABINYANA		
3.68

SURNAME
NAME			GPA
				
GASEITSEWE
KGOTLA			3.25
SECHELE 		AMANTLE			3.13
MOAGAESI
EMMANUEL		 3.11
MOKOKA		GLEN			3.02
MONARENG
ATANG			2.94

SURNAME

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING BEST PERFORMERS IN THE DEPARTMENT

DEPARTMENT OF ELECTRICAL AND ELECTRONICS
ENGINEERING CONGRATULATIONS ON SUCCESSFUL
COMPLETION OF THE PROGRAM

YEAR 1 DEGREE
SURNAME NAME
MADUBEKO
DITHOLOGO

TUMELO
OSIMILE

YEAR 2 DEGREE

BY: ONE CHABAESELE
For a large number of us it is very difficult to maintain a healthy lifestyle. For the most part it’s not that we don’t want to live and eat healthy. Tight
budgets, irregular work schedules, late nights and other commitments all take their toll on our health. Good news is there is an abundance of
information on the internet on health tips and affordable diets. It’s very important to follow a healthy diet. The best thing you can do for yourself
is wake up a little earlier to make yourself something to eat before heading out. Breakfast is an important meal to start your day so it shouldn’t
be missed. To avoid making unhealthy decisions during the lunch hour, pack lunch from home. It also saves you a bit of money throughout
the week. Another thing is shopping smart. Visit the local market/shops when there are special deals and buy in bulk. If you have very tight
schedules try cooking extra meals over the weekend, freezing it, and then reheating it throughout the week. Also eat fruits and vegetables
while you are at it. Try limiting junk food.
Staying fit is also very important to maintain a healthy lifestyle. But with a busy schedule throughout the weekend finding the motivation to
exercise isn’t easy. To get around this is to establish a routine and get your friends involved. This will help motivate you and improve your time
management skills. Another thing is getting enough sleep. Getting enough sleep improves your overall health. All lighters can put you under
a lot of stress. Keep a schedule for everything you do and have time for rest. Staying hydrated is very important. It gives you more energy,
reinvigorates the body, stops the body from overheating and cleanses. Drink more water, carry a bottle with you wherever you go. Lastly, take
a break from alcohol and smoking. Even when taking these they occasionally put your life at risk, so seek new habits to occupy your time.
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SURNAME NAME
GAEEMELWE
BAREENG		
MAKOMBO
MABUKU		
TUMELO		
RABASELE		
MMEREKI		
MEJWANE		

KEOBONYE
PHENYO
DONALD
CHARLES
PAKO
LAONE
ONALETHATA
KEBABONYE

YEAR 3 DEGREE
SURNAME NAME
MOSWEU		
LESOLE		
MOOKETSI		
CHANGANE
MAKABE		
MOSEKI		
GOEMEKGABO
ELISHA		
KEBAINEE		
BOTLHOKO
MOROKA		
MOREBODI
MABETHA		
OTSUGILE		
BOKAMOSO
MAUTLE		
MOITEELA		
NTHOBATSANG
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KEOTSHEPHILE
KENEILWE
PHEMELO
GODWILL
KGOTSO
MALEBOGO
PHENYO
LARRY
ONTIRETSE
THEOPHILUS
ARON
BOFELO
MAIKUTLO
KATLEGO
MOTLHANKA
THULAGANYO
ONALENNA
MONTY

NTSHEKISANG
KEAITSE		
MOKOKO		
RATHOTO		
MACHANGANA
JACK		
MOJAKISANE
MOTHOBI		
SEAMAN		
TINKANE		
MODIMOTHEBE
MAKWATI		
LETUBO		
MOGOMOTSI
LUNGA		
WRIGHT		
LETSOGILE DITIRO
MOGOROSI
MACHEKE		
MOGOKGWANE
KEBOELETSE

BEST ACHIEVERS TELECOMS YEAR 4

DANIEL		GORATA			3.53
MOSWEU		KENANAO			3.5
SENTIME		TSHIAMISO		3.14
KGOSI		KAMOGELO		2.98
LAZARUS		OBIDITSWE		2.92
				

BOAGO
MOABI
THAPELO
BONIFACE
PHINEAS
OAITSE
MOTLOKWA
KAGO
KERENG
ONALENNA
KAONE
KELEBOGILE
TUMELO
PHODISO
MARK
GRAHAM
THABISO
BUTHU
GAONE
PHEMELO

YEAR 4 DEGREE
SURNAME NAME
SEDIMONYANE
MOTLOGELWA
OTSILE		
POLOKO		
MODIAKGOTLA
MOSEKIEMANG
MOLOSIWA
OBERT		

NAME			GPA

KELEBOGILE
ONKARABILE
KEABETSWE
BAKANG
LESEGO
LAONE
THUSO
MOGAKOLODI

SURNAME
GALEBOE		
BOLEBANO
RAMPAGANE
MUKAMBA
LETSAPA		
HIYAMATITI
BUANG		
OKI		
MASUPU		
LESIFA		
OSENONENG
KABELO		
MORERI		
DINTWE		
SEPOTSE		

NAME
MOMPATI
PATRICK
THERO
MULASU
TREVOR THABO
KUTASANEE
OMPHILE
PONATSHEGO
KEITEBETSE
MARTHA
THATO
TUMISANG
RATHOKWANA
R LAME
MOLEFI

CONGRATULATIONS TO ALL COMPLETED STUDENTS
SURNAME
NAME		
CGPA
MOTSHABI
TSHEPISO		
3.57
OAKANTSE
TSHEGOFATSO
3.22
LEGAE		KATLEGO		2.94
MOLOSIWA
BOPHELO		
2.89
KEOTSHWANETSE TIROYAONE
2.79
OPHAKETSE
KELETSO		
2.77
MAOTOMABE
OTLAADISA
2.76
PHUTI		 KATLEGO		2.7
MACHONA
ONALENNA
2.63
KHANDA		
NOMATHEMBA
2.47
LOETO		BOINEELO		2.46
KABO		
KENALEONE
2.39
KETWESEPE
NEO		
2.39
MOSEKI		ONNEILE		2.39
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If you would like to be involved or
share a story in the next newsletter, contact
newslettercommittee@neweracollege.ac.bw
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marketing@neweracollege.ac.bw
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